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Abstract. Excited states in 106Pd and 106Cd have been studied using the (n,n′γ) reaction.
The data include level lifetimes, spins, branching ratios, and multipole mixing ratios, and
give a comprehensive view of excitations with spin ≤6~. The determined E2 strengths
show serious discrepancies with the quadrupole phonon structure expected in these nu-
clei.

1 Introduction

Quadrupole shape vibrations are considered in collective models to be fundamental degrees of free-
dom of nuclei. Several candidates in the 48Cd and 46Pd region have been proposed as good examples
of spherical quadrupole shape vibrators. However, a recent program of systematic study of even-mass
stable Cd isotopes concluded that these nuclei are very poorly described by vibrational models [1–3].
This conclusion was based upon lifetime measurements of excited states in 110,112,114Cd [4–6] which
allowed the determination of B(E2)s that were found to be inconsistent with model calculations. The
question remains as to whether the lower-mass Cd and the neighboring Pd isotopes may be examples
of near-harmonic quadrupole vibrators.

Coulomb excitation experiments have been reported on 106,108,110Pd [7, 8]. These studies led to
the conclusion that the vibrational degrees of freedom may be important for the description of the
low-lying level structure of 106Pd; however, serious discrepancies were found in the decay properties.
Many of the decay transitions are slower than predicted for a pure harmonic quadrupole vibrator, i.e.,
in many cases the B(E2)s are too small by a factor of two or more when compared with the harmonic
quadrupole vibrational pattern shown in Figure 1. If we allow that this deficiency is the result of
“anharmonicity” that fragments the expected strength, causing it to appear from other higher-lying
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Figure 1. Low-lying levels and the reduced E2 transition strengths in W.u. given by the harmonic spherical-
vibrator model for 106Pd and 106Cd. The reduced transition rates are normalized to the experimental values of
44.3(15) and 25.8(3) W.u. for the one-phonon to ground-state transitions for 106Pd [9] and 106Cd [9], respectively.

0+, 2+, 3+, and 4+ states, then the challenge is to identify the E2 strength from many higher-energy
0+, 2+, 3+, and 4+ states to the two-phonon states.

We performed studies of the low-lying structures of 106Pd and 106Cd via γ-ray spectroscopy fol-
lowing inelastic neutron scattering. These measurements, performed at the University of Kentucky
Accelerator Laboratory provide a detailed characterization of the low-lying excited states, including
excitation energies, spins, parities, branching ratios, transition multipolarities, and level lifetimes.
This wealth of information allows the determination of E2 strengths and affords comparisons with the
predicted phonon structure to be drawn.

2 Experimental Setup

Angular distribution measurements were performed at 2.2 (2.6), 2.7 (3.3) and 3.5 (3.7) MeV for 106Pd
(106Cd). A HPGe detector (relative efficiency >50%) with an annular BGO Compton suppression
shield was rotated through angles from 40◦ to 150◦. Level spins and multipole mixing ratios were
deduced by comparing the measured angular distributions with calculations from the statistical model
code CINDY [10]. Branching ratios were also obtained from the angular distribution data. Level
lifetimes were extracted from each angular distribution using the Doppler-shift attenuation method
with the methodology described in Refs. [11, 12]. The γ-ray excitation functions of the levels in
106Pd and 106Cd were measured over a range of neutron energies from 2.0 to 3.8 MeV in 0.1-MeV
steps, at 90◦ with respect to the beam direction. The γ-ray thresholds and shapes of the excitation
functions were used to identify new levels and to place transitions in the level scheme. Along with the
angular distribution data, the excitation functions also contribute to the determination of spins. The
excitation function yields, corrected for γ-ray detection efficiency, were compared to statistical model
calculations using the code CINDY [10], which also predicts the change in the level cross sections as
a function of bombarding energy.

A γ-γ coincidence measurement was carried out for 106Pd at a neutron energy of 3.3 MeV with
four HPGe detectors placed ∼ 6 cm from the center of the sample in a co-planar arrangement [13].
Events were recorded when at least two detectors registered coincidences within a 100-ns time win-
dow. The data were sorted off-line into 4k × 4k prompt and random-background matrices with 40-ns
coincidence time gates. The random background matrix was then subtracted from the prompt matrix.
The off-line coincidence data analyses were performed using the RADWARE software package [14].
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The γ-γ coincidence data were used to build the level scheme of 106Pd, and also to determine relative
intensities in complex regions of the γ-ray spectrum.

3 Experimental Results and Conclusions

Figure 2 shows the summing of B(E2; 2+ → 0+
2 )(blue), B(E2; 2+ → 2+

2 ), B(E2; 4+ → 2+
2 ),

B(E2; 3+ → 2+
2 ), B(E2; 0+ → 2+

2 )(black), B(E2; 2+ → 4+
1 ), B(E2; 4+ → 4+

1 ), and B(E2;3+→ 4+
1 )

(red) values (in W.u.) in 106Pd between ∼ 1550 and ∼ 2900 keV excitation energy, compared with the
harmonic oscillator predictions for the three-phonon triplet. It is evident, by summing B(E2) values
for the transitions feeding the two-phonon triplet, that 106Pd is not a good candidate for a quadrupole
vibrational nucleus. Although a quintuplet of levels with appropriate spins is present, their decay
strengths are inconsistent with the three-phonon interpretation. A deficit in E2 strength exists in all
cases, except possibly for the 2+

3ph → 2+
2ph transition, and we must conclude that fragmentation into

high-lying states cannot account for the observed deficiency.
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Figure 2. Cumulative sums of B(E2;2+→ 0+
2 )(blue), B(E2;2+→ 2+

2 ), B(E2;4+→ 2+
2 ), B(E2;3+→ 2+

2 ), and
B(E2;0+→ 2+

2 )(black); B(E2;2+→ 4+
1 ), B(E2;4+→ 4+

1 ), and B(E2;3+→ 4+
1 )(red) values (in W.u.) vs. excitation

energy. Each plot shows the expected harmonic oscillator values (dashed lines) in 106Pd.

Figure 3 shows the low-lying “phonon” structure in 106Cd, where the B(E2)s are given in the
boxes. It is evident that the phonon structure in 106Cd also experiences difficulties, showing a large
deficiency in the E2 strength for the decays from the two-phonon states, particularly for the 2+

2 →2+
1

and 0+
2 →2+

1 transitions, whose B(E2)s are only ∼21% of the expected values shown in Figure 1. For
decays from the three-phonon states, only upper limits in the E2 strengths have been determined, but
it is clear that the phonon structure collapses here as well.

Giannatiempo et al. [15] have performed interacting boson approximation-2 model calculations
of the positive-parity levels in many even-A Pd isotopes, including 106Pd. While these detailed cal-
culations in the U(5) limit of the model reproduce many of the features of the low-lying structure of
106Pd, they fail to explain the E2 strengths of decays from the non-yrast states considered here.
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Figure 3. Low-lying portion of the 106Cd level scheme. Levels represented in this figure have been interpreted
as vibrational phonon states, with the 6+(2491), 4+(2105), 3+(2252), and 0+(2144) states forming part of the
three-phonon quintuplet. The B(E2)s from the 2+

1 and 4+
1 levels in the figure are from the NDS [9], because the

lifetimes of these low-lying levels are too long to be determined by the present Doppler-shift attenuation method.
The E2 strengths for the decays from the two-phonon levels and upper limits for the 4+(2105), 3+(2252), and
0+(2144) states were determined using the angular distributions at 2.6 and 3.3 MeV.
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